One approach to doctoral education

- The “apprenticeship +” model
  - Lab studies vs. macro research
  - The Old Country Buffet approach to choosing joint projects

- What students need: skills + taste
  - Skills to design and execute studies
  - Taste to know what’s worth studying

- Creating a supportive student culture
  - Norms
  - Senior student mentors
  - Enforced interdependence

Challenges and changes

- The challenge: the changing nature of economy and society imply that we need to change both what we study and how we study it
  - The decline of the “society of organizations”
  - The rise of the network economy

- Changes in doctoral training
  - Greater contextualization to develop “good taste” in research problems
  - Bringing back the literature review
  - A commitment to civic praxis: what if our target audience were “citizens” rather than “managers”?